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The lab-on-chip (LOC) platform has presented a powerful opportunity to improve functionalization, parallelization, and minia-

turization on planar or multi-level geometries that has not been possible with fiber optic technology. A migration of such LOC

devices into the optical fiber platform would therefore open the revolutionary prospect for creating novel lab-in-fiber (LIF) sys-

tems on the base of an efficient optical transport highway for multi-functional sensing. For the LIF, the core optical waveguide

inherently offers a facile means to interconnect numerous types of sensing elements along the optical fiber, presenting the radical

opportunity for optimizing the packaging and densification of diverse components in convenient geometries beyond that available

with conventional LOCs. In this paper, three-dimensional patterning inside optical fiber with femtosecond laser writing, together

with selective chemical etching, is presented as a powerful tool to form refractive index structures such as optical waveguides

and gratings as well as to open buried microfluidic channels and optical resonators inside the flexible and robust glass fiber. In

this approach, optically smooth surfaces (∼12 nm rms) are introduced for the first time inside the fiber cladding that precisely

conform to planar nanograting structures when formed by aberration-free focusing with an oil-immersion lens across the cylin-

drical fiber wall. This processing has enabled optofluidic components to be precisely embedded within the fiber to be probed

by either the single mode fiber core waveguide or laser-formed optical circuits. We establish cladding waveguides, X-couplers,

fiber Bragg gratings, microholes, mirrors, optofluidic resonators, and microfluidic reservoirs that define the building blocks for

facile interconnection of inline core-waveguide devices with cladding optofluidics. With these components, more advanced,

integrated, and multiplexed fiber microsystems are presented demonstrating fluorescence detection, Fabry Perot interferometric

refractometry, and simultaneous sensing of refractive index, temperature, and bending strain. The flexible writing technique and

multiplexed sensors described here open powerful prospects to migrate the benefits of LOCs into the more flexible and miniature

LIF platform for highly functional and distributed sensing capabilities. The waveguide backbone of the LIF inherently provides

an efficient exchange of information, combining sensing data that is attractive in telecom networks, smart catheters for medical

procedures, compact sensors for security and defense, shape sensors, and low-cost health care products.

1 Introduction

Biological and chemical laboratory processes are continu-

ously being advanced by the miniaturization and integration

of bulky free-space systems to create more compact and func-

tional lab-on-chip (LOC) devices that typically appear in pla-

nar1 or multilayered2 geometries. Today, LOCs can interro-

gate extremely small fluid volumes (pL) with rapid analysis,

response, and manipulation times with attractive scaling to

massive parallelization capabilities and lowering fabrication

costs. This LOC development has recently embraced optoflu-

idic devices that improve the LOC sensing efficacy by com-

bining microfluidic channels with optical sensing elements to

harness the novel opportunities of integrated micro- and nano-

scale photonics3–11. Such integrated optical components may

transport laboratory-scale imaging tools and fluorescence-
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based detection methods12 and enable rapid, in-situ optical

characterization methods.

Optical fibers have also been exploited towards interro-

gation and sensing applications. Single mode optical fiber

(SMF) is widespread today in guiding encoded light signals

over 1.8 billion kilometers of today’s telecommunication net-

work with fast data speeds (>200,000 km/s), high modula-

tion rates (100 Gbits/s), and exceptionally low transmission

loss (0.2 dB/km). This fiber optic technology can also serve

as an efficient optical transport highway for multi-functional

sensing when integrated with optical probes and diagnostic

devices. Such fiber sensing provides advantages over con-

ventional electronic sensors due to their immunity to elec-

tromagnetic interference13, compact size, light weight, me-

chanical flexibility, robustness, chemical inertness, low auto-

fluorescence, biocompatibility, high wettability, and large

thermal conductivity that underpin diverse applications for

embedded, remote, or distributed sensing in extreme, long dis-

tance, or biological environments14,15. Hence, the prospect

for developing lab-on-fiber (LOF) has recently emerged with
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label-free chemical and biological sensing16,17, acoustic pres-

sure wave analysis18, and trace TNT explosive detection19.

One of the challenges in LOF sensing is coupling the core

waveguide light to the fiber cladding surface where sensing

structures or chemicals can be introduced in a variety of ways

such as with electron beam lithography18, metallic or di-

electric deposition16,17,20,21, and thin chemically active coat-

ings13,19. A stronger optical probing of analytes has been

provided by chemical thinning of standard22–24 or doped25,26

fiber cladding to bring a strong probing evanescent field to the

cladding surface, but with the disadvantage of creating excep-

tionally fragile fiber27. On the other hand, the glass cladding

in typical SMF defines a largely untapped volume constituting

more than 99% of the glass fiber cross-sectional area in which

LOC components may be considered for their dense integra-

tion. With appropriate fabrication tools, the migration of LOC

concepts into optical fiber presents the revolutionary prospect

to optimize packaging and densification of sensing elements

beyond that available for LOF. Hence, three-dimensional (3D)

structuring of multiplexed components in lab-in-fiber (LIF)

promises to combine sensing data and efficiently exchange

information that is attractive in telecom networks, smart 3D

shape sensing of catheters, compact sensors for security and

defense, and low-cost health care monitors with non-invasive

in vivo detection that may potentially be distributed over 100s

of kilometers on fiber optic highways.

A promising approach to developing LIFs centers on fem-

tosecond lasers that have previously enabled flexible 3D struc-

turing of glass28–30. Since the discovery by Davis et al.31 that

strong focusing of femtosecond laser light can induce positive

refractive index modification inside bulk fused silica, many

types of optical devices32–43 have been demonstrated as the

building blocks for 3D optical circuits as reviewed by Gattass

and Mazur44. Femtosecond lasers have also been extended

into optical fiber to structure fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs)

in the core waveguide17,21,45 and more recently to form 3D

optical circuits into the fused silica cladding46–48 of SMF.

The beginning of LIF development is found in attempts to

open channels and introduce microfluidics into the fiber core

waveguide. “Holey fiber”49,50 naturally provides strong opti-

cal guiding of light when gases or liquids are injected inside

the holes, but have been limited in their means to offer dis-

tributed or multifunctional sensing. Alternatively, laser ma-

chining of microholes51,52 and optical resonators53–59 have

enabled a basic “top-down” microfluidic building process for

LIFs but have generated low-quality surface profiles with sig-

nificant optical insertion loss. To date, only single-function

devices have been introduced inside optical fiber that have

been applied towards biological60,61, biomedical62,63, en-

vironmental14,64, strain22,23,25,65, temperature52,55,57,58,65–69,

acoustic16,18, chemical16,19,27,70,71, or pressure72 sensing.

The prospects for overcoming coarse machining surfaces and

multi-component integration have not permitted further ad-

vances towards highly functional and multiplexed optofluidic

sensing within the promising LIF platform.

Femtosecond laser irradiation followed by chemical etching

(FLICE) has emerged as a promising method for 3D writing

of microfluidic systems in bulk fused silica glass. FLICE re-

lies on the formation of bulk nanogratings32,73–78 within laser-

modification tracks that are highly susceptible to hydrofluo-

ric acid (HF)74,75,79 or potassium hydroxide (KOH)80 etching.

Moreover, the combination of FLICE with femtosecond laser

waveguide writing has provided a novel means for 3D inte-

gration of optical and microfluidic components that underpins

new directions in optofluidic microsystems81–85 as reviewed

by Osellame et al.86 and Xu et al.87. Alternatively, Ben-

nion and coworkers applied FLICE inside SMF for creating

microfluidic networks in fiber cladding to introduce tempera-

ture66 and refractive index66,88–91 sensing but with large opti-

cal insertion losses owing to high roughness on the FLICE-

formed surfaces. Recently, FLICE was shown to provide

a small 10 nm (rms) surface roughness in bulk fused silica

by Ho et al.92,93 which is motivating the present direction

to form 3D optically smooth microfluidic systems within the

pure fused silica cladding of fiber and thereby open the novel

opportunity for 3D LIF development.

In this paper, we exploit the femtosecond laser to tailor the

nanograting formation and refractive index modification pre-

viously demonstrated in LOCs and bring the novel 3D LOC

functionality into the fused silica platform of SMF. The con-

cept of creating optical circuits within the cladding is fur-

ther explored as a novel means for 3D integration of opti-

cal and microfluidic networks that couple with the fiber core

waveguide. This approach is further extended inside a core-

less optical fiber as a convenient structure for fusion splicing

to SMF. Laser writing by the oil-immersion technique, first in-

troduced by Grenier et al., was used to eliminate the strong op-

tical aberration of the cylindrically shaped fiber46,48 and pro-

vide a robust, reproducible, and undistorted method for rapid

laser exposure to build optical and microfluidic components

into integrated 3D optofluidic fiber systems for the first time.

The exposures were optimized to form in-fiber waveguides,

X-coupler taps48,94, FBGs, microholes, mirrors, optofluidic

resonators, and reservoirs. These components were, in turn,

combined and integrated into multi-component 3D optoflu-

idic fiber sensors as demonstrated by (1) fluorescence exci-

tation and detection in microfluidic channels formed through

the SMF core waveguide, (2) highly contrasting reflection

spectra from a Fabry Perot interferometer (FPI) for inline re-

fractometry in coreless fiber, and (3) combinational FPI with

FBG sensing for simultaneous refractive index, temperature,

and bend sensing with high optical finesse. The demonstra-

tion of these varied and multiplexed-devices present the future

promise for higher-level integration of cladding photonics and
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optofluidics that may be efficiently distributed over long fiber

length. Hence, the advanced structuring techniques presented

here form the basis for generating more advanced LIF sys-

tems for creating in-fiber grating spectrometers, spectral fil-

ters, flow-cytometers, biomedical probes and smart catheters

that are not currently available in LOCs or LOFs.

2 LIF Design and Integration

In building a LIF inside SMF, the coupling of light or

the intersecting of microfluidic and optical cavities with the

germanium-doped core waveguide was the primary technical

challenge that required sub-wavelength alignment precision

to minimize optical insertion loss. When opening cavities

against the waveguide core, such precision was limited by a

faster chemical etching rate in the germanium-doped fiber core

than in the fused silica cladding as previously reported22,95

and thereby led to deleterious negative lensing effects from

the concave etched core waveguide into the cavity. To counter

such differential etching, open channels and cavities were also

formed inside an all-fused silica coreless optical fiber to meet

with buried laser-formed waveguides, and thus form undis-

torted fiber-based optofluidic devices which could, in turn, be

fused to SMF for seamless inline probing.

A variety of integrated LIF sensors are proposed here for re-

fractive index, temperature, bend, and strain sensing that may

be readily monitored in transmission or reflection mode with

standard broadband optical sources and optical spectrum ana-

lyzers (OSAs) that are interconnected through traditional fiber

coupling and optical circulator techniques as shown schemati-

cally in Fig. 1-a. A multifunctional fiber sensor design is pro-

posed as shown schematically in Fig. 1-b with three ports for

coupling or extracting the probing light. The first in-fiber el-

ement is a X-coupler that demultiplexes the light signal en-

tering from the left for probing both the central SMF core

waveguide and the laser-formed cladding waveguide. Follow-

ing the core waveguide, the first element probed is a traversing

through-hole that may be filled with fluorescent dyes, liquids,

or gases. Hence, the core waveguide may excite and simul-

taneously capture florescent signals generated within the hole

or be used for conventional absorption spectroscopy. The mi-

crohole sensor is followed by a laser-formed FBG (Fig. 1-b

middle) as positioned concentric with the SMF core waveg-

uide for temperature and / or axial strain measurement and is

insensitive to fiber bending strain. Following the FBG is a

fusion-spliced coreless fiber (Fig. 1-b right) that provides low

insertion loss-coupling (1.75 dB47) from the SMF core into

the laser-formed waveguide to probe an inline FPI for refrac-

tive index sensing of the opened optical resonator. For the

centrally positioned waveguide, the FPI response will also be

insensitive to fiber bending strain.
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Fig. 1: (a) Optical characterization schematic for simultaneous prob-

ing of multiple LIF sensing elements. A broadband optical source

is coupled through an optical circulator into the SMF core waveg-

uide. Transmission and reflection spectra are measured with an OSA.

(b) Schematic of the proposed LIF sensing elements: (1) a through-

hole traversing across the SMF core waveguide for fluorescence de-

tection or absorption spectroscopy, (2) a FBG concentric to the SMF

core waveguide for temperature or strain detection, (3) an inline FPI

in a coreless optical fiber probed by laser-formed waveguides concen-

tric to the spliced SMF’s core for refractive index or pressure sens-

ing, and (4) a X-coupler tap and laser-formed waveguide for probing

a cladding FPI for refractive index, pressure, or bend sensing. TIR

mirrors are used to either tap light into or out of the fiber cladding for

an alternative probing method or for scrubbing undesired cladding

modes.

Following the second waveguide branch, the cross-coupler

feeds the input light along the curved laser track to define a

core waveguide tap and enables efficient optical probing of a

cladding-embedded FPI device for refractive index and fiber

bend sensing (Fig. 1-b bottom). For the input-output taps,

total internal reflecting (TIR) mirrors96 are embedded within

the fiber cladding (Fig. 1-b bottom) to redirect light radially

inward from external sources or radially outward from the

waveguide to free-space diagnostics, and may also serve to

scrub undesired fiber cladding modes that may interfere with

spectra generated from downstream LIF sensing elements that

otherwise increase the signal-to-noise ratio. A minimum 43.2◦

incident angle is required in fused silica to initiate TIR.
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Collectively, these radially offset and longitudinally dis-

tributed sensing elements may be positioned flexibly within

and along the optical fiber and be probed simultaneously in re-

flection (Fig. 1-b left), transmission (Fig. 1-b right) or radially

outward with the TIR mirror (Fig. 1-b bottom) for multiplexed

measurement of fluorescence, temperature, strain, pressure,

fluid refractive index, and fiber bending, all within the com-

pact and flexible LIF platform.

The FBG element in Fig. 1-b is laser-fabricated point-by-

point following previous work97–99 and is briefly reviewed

by Liao and Wang100. Here, we follow Grenier et al.46,48,101

to write a single FBG concentric to the SMF core waveguide

(Fig. 1-b) to introduce a stopband within the recorded reflec-

tion and transmission spectra. The FBG is immune to external

liquids, electric fields, and fiber bending and follows the well-

known FBG temperature and strain response of102

∆λ

λB

=

(

1− pe

)

ε +

(

α +
ζ

n

)

∆T, (1)

where ∆λ is the Bragg wavelength shift, λB is the Bragg

wavelength, ε is the applied strain, ∆T is the temperature

variation, pe = 0.2 is the dimensionless effective strain-optic

constant, α = 0.55 × 10−6 C−1 is the linear thermal ex-

pansion coefficient for fused silica, ζ = 8.6 × 10−6 C−1 is

the thermo-optic coefficient for fused silica at 1.5 µm wave-

length, and n = 1.445 is the refractive index for fused silica at

1.5 µm wavelength103. The FBG serves as a reference to com-

pensate for temperature- or strain-dependent fluctuations ob-

served from other LIF sensing elements shown in Fig. 1-b that

we follow according to the calculated sensitivity response as

summarized in Table 1 for λB = 1.55 µm. Alternatively, mul-

tiple FBGs have been previously written in the fiber cladding

(not shown) as demonstrated by Lee et al.47 to completely

measure applied strain, temperature, and the 3D fiber shape

in real-time.

Table 1: Sensitivity responses at λB = 1.55 µm wavelength as

calculated for FBGs and FPIs to measure strain, temperature,

and refractive index. Values for the FPI are L = 30 µm, m = 38

for air, and m = 51 for water.
Strain Temperature Refractive Index

(pm/µε) (pm/◦C) (nm/RIU)

FBG 1.24 10 -

FPI 0.01 (Air)
40 (Air)

Free Spectral 0.04 0.4 (Water, 0◦C)
22 (Water)

Range 5 (Water, 100◦C)

FPI 0.6 (Air)
1580 (Air)

Resonance 1.58 23 (Water, 0◦C)
1175 (Water)

Peak 290 (Water, 100◦C)

The inline FPI of Fig. 1-b presents an open optical res-

onator that relies on Fresnel reflection to generate interfer-

ence responses in the reflection and transmission spectra as

probed by the laser-formed core waveguide in coreless fiber.

When the cavity undergoes heating, axial strain, or medium

changes (i.e. fluids or gases), the free spectral range (FSR)

and peak transmission wavelength (λT ) shift according to the

well-known FPI Airy function with

FSR =
λ 2

T

2n[∆T,ε]L[∆T,ε]+λT

(2)

λT =
2n[∆T,ε]L[∆T,ε]

m
, (3)

where n[∆T,ε] is the refractive index of the medium inside the

FPI cavity, L[∆T,ε] is the FPI cavity length, and m is a natu-

ral number. Equations (2) and (3) may therefore be used for

the present purpose of refractive index, temperature, or strain

sensing along the fiber center, or similarly within the fiber

cladding for off-axis bend and refractive index measurements.

Temperature and refractive index sensing is explored here with

a small cavity length of 30 µm that minimizes diffraction loss

and multimode interference against higher device sensitivity

and sensing resolution. The calculated FPI sensitivities for

strain, temperature, and refractive index at this 30 µm length

are summarized in Table 1 for air and water at freezing and

boiling temperatures near the 1.55 µm wavelength. The ex-

pected FPI FSR sensitivities are small in comparison with the

FBG sensitivities (Table 1), but are appropriate for calibrat-

ing large scale changes to refractive index on the order of

∆n ≈ 10−2 according to Equation (2). However, more pre-

cise spectral means to follow shifts in a single FPI resonant

peak (λT of Equation 3) offer significantly higher sensitivities

(50×) and are therefore more appropriate for high-resolution

refractive index, temperature, or strain sensing applications.

The structural design of all cavities and channels frequently

require tapered or small angled edges (Fig. 1-b right) as

was shown by Ho et al.92 to ensure unrestricted capillary

flow of fluids and prevent trapping of air bubbles104–107.

The cross-sectional area of the cavities is further kept small

(i.e. 30 × 30 µm2) in order to maintain the mechanical

strength of the 125 µm diameter optical fiber.

3 FLICE Fabrication and LIF Methods

The advanced laser processes optimized here enable the fabri-

cation of highly functional LIF components that offer rapid

prototyping capabilities into fully integrable 3D optofluidic

systems. A commercial femtosecond fiber laser (IMRA Amer-

ica µJewel D-400-VR) with 1045 nm center wavelength,

1 MHz repetition rate, 200 fs (Lorentzian FWHM) pulse du-

ration and (M2 =) 1.35 beam quality was used for device fab-
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rication in optical fiber. The optical delivery system was pre-

viously described by Shah et al.34 and used (1) an acoustic-

optic-modulator for on-off laser switching and Bragg grating

modulation, (2) a lithium triborate nonlinear crystal for second

harmonic generation to 522 nm wavelength, (3) air-bearing

linear motion stages (Aerotech ABL1000, ALS130) for sam-

ple positioning and translation, and (4) a CCD camera for laser

alignment and imaging of the target surface. Grenier et al.46,48

and Cheng et al.94 further describe the mounting of the glass

optical fiber (Corning SMF28e) to the translation stages after

first removing the polymer jacket by mechanical stripping and

acetone wiping.

The formation of nanograting etching templates, FBGs,

and optical waveguides were all made under focusing with

a 100×, 1.25 NA microscope objective and using refractive

index oil (n = 1.464, LRIA-165 Cargille Laboratories) that

was matched to that of fused silica to eliminate spherical aber-

ration from the air-cladding interface46,48. This facilitated

aberration-free focusing of the femtosecond laser light within

optical fiber for distortion-free writing of 3D optical and mi-

crofluidic devices at any arbitrary position in the fiber cross-

section. Laser exposures were first optimized in bulk glass for

(1) minimizing propagation losses of single mode waveguides

operating at 1.55 µm wavelength, (2) maximizing processing

speed of microfluidic channel interiors, and (3) minimizing

wall roughness of channel boundaries. These optimized expo-

sure recipes as summarized in Table 2 were then applied to the

structuring of the pure fused silica cladding of SMF and found

to yield similarly optimized structures. The laser nanograting

templates were etched with 5% aqueous HF (Aeros Organics)

solution for approximately 1 hour to fully open into microflu-

idic channels and open cavities at a rate of ∼300 µm/hr.

Waveguides were fabricated with the writing laser polar-

ization aligned parallel with the scan direction. In this way,

the laser-formed nanograting planes were aligned perpendic-

ular to the optical axis of the waveguides to reduce waveg-

uide birefringence42 and to inhibit HF etching into the waveg-

uide92,107. The waveguides formed according to the expo-

sure in Table 2 yielded a mode size of 7.64 × 6.34 µm2

(1/e2 intensity radius), a propagation loss of 0.5 dB/cm and

a 0.3 dB loss per facet. To further reduce the opportunity

for acid etching into the waveguide, the laser waveguide track

was terminated approximately 6 µm from microfluidic chan-

nel walls. Conversely, the walls of reservoirs, large channels,

and optical resonators were formed by arrays of laser modi-

fication tracks with the writing laser polarization selected to

align perpendicular to the scan direction and thereby present

the smoothest wall profile92,107 orthogonally against the prob-

ing waveguide direction. To speed processing time, high-

energy (60 nJ) fast and low-energy (20 nJ) slow scan speeds

were preferentially applied to define the interior and boundary

zones, respectively, of the channels and cavities for the advan-

tage of forming smooth side walls (slow scan) around a rapidly

etchable channel interior (fast scan). Access ports were fabri-

cated with a single “bottom-up” scan to delay the laser focus-

ing into the immersion oil which otherwise generated bubbles

that distorted the laser propagation path when scanning down-

ward. To speed the formation of larger volume reservoirs,

laser-scanning tracks were formed into intersecting orthogonal

planes that, upon chemical etching, released fused silica cubes

of 25 × 25 × 25 µm3 volume to shape the reservoir107. To

improve the structural uniformity of laser modification tracks

against a scanning directional dependence commonly known

as a quill effect108, all laser scans were made along only one

optimal scan direction for each orthogonal axis.

A much faster intrinsic etching rate in the germanium-

doped core of SMF over the pure fused silica cladding follows

the respective reactions109,110

GeO2 +4HF → 2H3O++GeF2−
6 (4)

SiO2 +4HF → 2H3O++SiF2−
6 (5)

that are driven by the smaller dissociation energy of the Ge−O

bond (660.3 kJ/mol) over the Si−O bond (799.6 kJ/mol)

bond25. The formation of nanogratings into the core waveg-

uide volume is less controllable than in the cladding due to

this undesirable Ge−O etching22,95 that leads to the forma-

tion of concave surface profiles and undesirable negative lens-

ing loss where microfluidic templates meet with the SMF core

waveguide. Microfluidic templates were therefore restricted

from intersecting the core waveguide to provide for low-loss

optofluidic devices.

For fluorescence detection, a 10−3 M rhodamine B (Bio-

Chemika, No. 83689) solution was drawn by capillary force

to fill the through-hole of Fig. 1-b (left). A 535 nm wave-

length optical source (Lasermate M206309) was launched

into the fiber core waveguide to generate fluorescence which

was optically characterized in the forward propagation direc-

tion by an OSA (Ando AQ6315A) operating at visible wave-

lengths. Temperature, refractive index, and fiber bending mea-

surements were recorded simultaneously amongst the optoflu-

idic components of the fiber sensor in Fig. 1-b by launching

a 1530-1610 nm wavelength light from a broadband source

(Photonietics Tunics-BT) into the core waveguide and char-

acterized in transmission or reflection through an optical cir-

culator (Thorlabs 6015-3-FC) by the OSA (Ando AQ6317B)

as shown in Fig. 1-a. The fiber sensor was placed in an oven

(Despatch H17 20094389) to calibrate the FBG wavelength

shift with temperature to 1◦C precision. The LIF was also

curved to fit inside a beaker filled with distilled water and

heated with a hotplate (Fisher Scientific Isotemp 1-800-49SH)

to provide simultaneous measurement of the temperature and

refractive index of water.
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Table 2: Laser parameters for writing waveguides and microfluidic templates in bulk fused silica and optical fiber.

Waveguide X-Coupler
FBG Microfluidic Microfluidic Microfluidic

(SMF Core Waveguide) Channel Interior Channel Boundary Access Port

Pulse Energy 70 nJ 70 nJ 20 nJ 60 nJ 20 nJ 30 nJ

Scan Speed 0.1 mm/s 0.1 mm/s 0.1 mm/s 2.5 mm/s 0.3 mm/s 0.3 mm/s

Track Separation - - - 1 µm × 1 µm 1 µm × 1 µm -

Duty Cycle - - 60% - - -

Turning Radius - 40 mm - - - -

4 LIF Sensing Results and Applications

4.1 Microfluidic Holes and 3D Networks

The first concept examined here for a LIF sensing element is

a traversing through-hole to intersect the core waveguide of

SMF for in-fiber fluorescence characterization. After widely

varying the laser exposure condition, the smoothest and least-

tapered through-holes were found in a single “bottom-up”

laser scan for the exposure in the “microfluidic access port”

column of Table 2 and followed with our standard HF chem-

ical etching step (5% aqueous HF for 1 hour). The optical

micrographs of Fig. 2-a and 2-b show smooth and crack-free

holes to have formed through the full 125 µm cross-section

of the fiber, maintaining a highly uniform 5 µm diameter for

a large 25× aspect ratio. The hole provided a strong capil-

lary force to draw fluorescent solutions to fully fill the hole

volume and enable absorption or fluorescence spectroscopic

probing by directing and detecting light solely along the SMF

core waveguide.

The photograph of Fig. 2-c views a single-holed fiber where

yellow fluorescence of 570 nm wavelength has been excited in

rhodamine B dye from the microhole-waveguide intersection

by the green light guided into the fiber core waveguide. The

535 nm wavelength light source is also seen in the image to

scatter from weakly guided higher order waveguide modes as

well as from stripping of cladding-guided light by the external

droplet. The 570 nm fluorescence was visible by eye (Fig. 2-c)

and could be captured in the forward waveguide propagation

direction together with the excitation light (535 nm) to record

the spectrum as shown in Fig. 2-d. Much improved contrast

of the absorption spectrum is anticipated with a transverse or

backwards observation direction, for example, as noted by the

isolation and dominance of the yellow fluorescence spot at the

hole position in the photo of Fig. 2-c.

A closer examination of the waveguide-hole intersection

in Fig. 2-c reveals ∼1-3 µm of over-etching from the laser-

defined hole into the germanium-doped waveguide core that

follows the differential etching expectation inferred from

the lower dissociation energy for Equation (4) versus Equa-

tion (5). This concave contour causes a negative lensing effect

that led to larger insertion loss than expected from a straight

cylindrical hole. Similar concave profiles were observed when

attempting to form planar etching walls across the SMF core

waveguide. However, highly flat and smooth walled struc-

tures could be opened to form distortion-free optical cavity

walls anywhere in the SMF cladding or coreless optical fiber,

which could then be probed by laser-formed waveguides. The

distortion-free writing of microfluidic networks inside core-

less fiber is noted by the straight blind-hole of Fig. 2-f, and the

more elaborate 3D system as shown schematically in Fig. 2-g

and by the micrograph in Fig. 2-h. For this 3D representa-

tive example, a single embedded microchannel separates into

four radial arms that may each be independently probed by

laser-formed waveguides (not shown). These structures may

be envisioned over long lengths of optical fiber that exploit

the benefits of undistorted laser writing with the oil-immersion

lens and interconnect optical waveguides with microchannels

in straight, circular, or arbitrarily complex shapes.

4.2 Optical Resonators

The formation of microfluidic reservoirs and optical res-

onators may be arbitrarily shaped and positioned into opti-

cal fiber to enable efficient fluidic access and exchange from

external sources as well as to provide refracting or TIR sur-

faces that broaden the opportunities for integrating micro-

optical devices such as lenses and mirrors. An example of a

fiber reservoir is shown in the optical micrographs of Fig. 3-a

and 3-b, where 20 cubic blocks (25 × 25 × 25 µm3) were

laser patterned and released upon HF etching to open into a

50 × 50 × 125 µm3 reservoir. An important objective is the

formation of optically smooth interfaces that can minimize

optical scattering loss111 when probed by light and also re-

duce the Reynolds number to ensure laminar flow benefits112.

An atomic force microscopy profile of the reservoir sidewall

(Fig. 3-a) over a 4 × 4 µm2 area is shown in Fig. 3-c to reveal

a small 12 nm (rms) surface roughness that corresponds to a

good λ /130 local flatness for the present 1550 nm wavelength

study. Such smoothness relies on the assembly of nanograt-

ing planes over many laser pulses applied in optimally spaced

and parallel scanning tracks. The nanoplanes were preferen-
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Fig. 2: Optical micrographs of through-holes traversing across SMF

and shown from the (a) side and (b) top view. (c) A 535 nm wave-

length light source propagates along the SMF core waveguide and

excites rhodamine B fluorescence in the traversing 5 µm diameter

through-hole. (d) Fiber transmission spectrum showing both source

and excited fluorescence at 535 nm and 570 nm wavelength, respec-

tively, for the through-hole in (c). (e)Side view micrograph of SMF

showing chemical over-etching (∼1-3 µm) from the traversing laser

tracks into the germanium-doped fiber core. (f) End view of a travers-

ing blind hole in coreless fiber. (g) Schematic and (h) optical micro-

graph of a representative 3D microfluidic network embedded within

a coreless optical fiber of 125 µm diameter. A single microchannel

is split into four separate radial arms that may each be independently

probed by laser-formed waveguides (not shown).

tially aligned perpendicular to the writing laser’s polarization

as noted previously in bulk glass processing92,107. Selective

control over the writing laser exposure and polarization there-

fore opens new broad approaches for forming 3D microfluidic

networks of various sizes (i.e. holes in Fig. 2-a) and flexible

3D shapes (i.e. Fig. 2-h) that may be opened into and inter-

connected with smooth-walled structures such as the reservoir

in Fig. 3-a and further with waveguides, mirrors, and optical

resonators as explored below.

The benefit of forming optically smooth surfaces is first ex-

amined for a rectangular microcavity to create the novel possi-

bility of micro-optical resonators such as FPIs that may be op-

tically interrogated by laser-formed waveguides. Nanograting

templates defining an optical resonator were formed by laser-

scanning two-dimensional arrays of overlapping laser tracks

that connected with overlapping access ports, whose accu-

mulative modification volume was susceptible to HF etching.

Laser writing of both waveguides and resonators into coreless

fiber, as shown schematically in Fig. 1-b, was favored for gen-

erating optically smooth resonators that avoided the undesired

SMF core waveguide over-etching. Figure 3-d shows a top

view optical micrograph of a 5 µm wide FPI traversing across

coreless fiber and intersecting two laser-formed waveguides

that are not visible under the present top lighting condition.

Figures 3-e and 3-f image the same FPI from the side view

to reveal the laser-formed waveguides and smooth channel

boundaries under back- and front-lighting, respectively. Fig-

ure 3-g shows the measured transmission and reflection spec-

tra recorded through laser-formed waveguides that intersect a

similar 29.95 µm wide air-filled FPI, yielding the expected

FSR = 40.4 nm. The maximum measured transmission and

reflection values of 0.5 dB and 10.2 dB, respectively, match

well with calculated FPI values of 0.45 dB and 9.63 dB, re-

spectively, expected after also accounting113 for diffraction

loss across the resonator gap. The fringe contrasts of approxi-

mately 0.5 dB and 15 dB for transmission and reflection spec-

tra, respectfully, are also consistent with calculated values of

0.445 dB and 20.5 dB. However, backscatter of light lost into

fiber cladding modes caused the lower contrast in the reflec-

tion spectrum. A waveguide scattering loss of 0.5 dB/cm and

facet coupling loss of 0.3 dB were normalized out of the re-

ported spectra for the present 10 mm long sample.

The demonstration of FPIs in Fig. 3-d to 3-g opens the sig-

nificant opportunity of refractive index sensing of fluids from

directly within optical fiber. Figure 3-h shows an optical mi-

crograph of a 27.2 µm long FPI, inline with a laser-formed

waveguide, that provides a 45◦ taper angle to assist with cap-

illary flow of the sensing fluid as schematically illustrated

in Fig. 1-b. Spectral recordings of the FPI when filled with

methanol, acetone, and isoproponal were similar to the air-

filled spectra in Fig. 3-g, but with a reduced visibility contrast

and having a smaller FSR as anticipated by the refractive in-
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Fig. 3: (a) Top and (b) end view optical micrographs of a cleaved

microfluidic reservoir fabricated in optical fiber. (c) Atomic force

microscopy surface profile of a reservoir sidewall over 4 × 4 µm2

area indicating a 12 nm (rms) surface roughness. (d) Side view opti-

cal micrograph image with front illumination of a 5 µm wide optical

resonator formed inside coreless fiber. (e) The probing laser-formed

waveguides imaged under back illumination of the same resonator

of (d) when rotated by 90◦. (f) Magnified optical micrograph of the

same resonator of (e) with front illumination. (g) Transmission (blue)

and reflection (red) spectra recorded in-fiber through a similar air-

filled 29.95 µm wide resonator showing the expected FPI interference

fringes of approximately 0.5 dB and 14 dB contrast, respectively, and

FSR = 40.4 nm. (h) Inline FPI as schematically shown in Fig. 1-b

with a 45◦ taper angle to the connected access port. (i) Refractive in-

dex values of various alcohols and air as spectrally measured (FSR)

from the FPI shown in (h) and calculated from Equation (2) with

L = 27.2 µm and λ = 1.575 µm.

dex responses in Equations (2) and (3). Figure 3-i plots the

refractive index value evaluated for each fluid and air as in-

ferred from Equation (2) for the values of L = 27.2µm and

λ = 1.575 µm. These refractive index values agree within

±0.5 ×10−3 of the known values54. Considering our ±0.25

nm precision in identifying the FPI reflection peaks, we infer

a maximum 43 nm/RIU sensitivity from the slope in Equa-

tion (2) (at n = 1.0) that indicates a maximum refractive in-

dex accuracy of 10−2 for the present FPI. Alternatively, a sig-

nificantly better value of 3× 10−4 is found for the precision

when directly following the wavelength shift of a single FPI

resonance trough which scales much faster than FSR, provid-

ing 1580 nm/RIU sensitivity as calculated from Equation (3)

for 1.575 µm wavelength. These sensitivity values may be

increased by lengthening the FPI cavity, but larger diffrac-

tion losses will eventually weaken the visibility contrast and

decrease the overall sensing resolution. To fully optimize a

longer FPI cavity length, one may consider the development

of waveguides with larger waveguide mode size as well as the

introduction of curved FPI surfaces that focus the beam and

reduce diffraction loss to provide stronger spectral visibility

contrast.

4.3 Integrated LIF Sensors

We now explore the integration of multiple optical and mi-

crofluidic sensing elements that follow the design presented in

Fig. 1-b to demonstrate simultaneous sensing capabilities. A

schematic of the laser fabricated LIF is shown in the end and

side (α = 0◦) views of Fig. 4-a and 4-b, respectively, where

a laser-formed FBG was written concentric to the SMF core

waveguide for temperature sensing as shown in the optical

micrograph of Fig. 4-c. Simultaneously, a laser-formed X-

coupler tapped light from the SMF core waveguide to probe

a FPI embedded within the fiber cladding for refractive in-

dex sensing of fluids filling the FPI cavity of 27.1 µm length.

A 2◦ inclination angle was used between the SMF core and

laser-formed waveguide to define a balanced 3 dB X-coupler

as shown in the optical micrograph of Fig. 4-d. This angle

provided a strong 40% tapping efficiency (one way) for prob-

ing of the FPI, leaving ∼40% in the core waveguide to probe

the FBG. An estimated 20% of the incoming light was lost

at the X-coupler into cladding modes. Finally, a TIR mirror

was positioned after this cladding FPI to eject light scattered

and lost into fiber cladding modes. The combination of laser-

formed waveguide, cladding FPI, and TIR mirror are shown

in the optical micrographs from side views rotated by α = 0◦

(Fig. 4-e) and α = 75◦ (Fig. 4-f) with respect to the image in

Fig. 1-b. The structures in Fig. 4-e closely resemble the de-

sign structure of Fig. 4-b. Red light launched into the fiber

core waveguide was seen to only be weakly scattered from the

FPI walls in Fig. 4-f and then became strongly ejected by the

TIR mirror. The mirror also served as an efficient out coupler

for side tapping of the FPI transmission spectrum.

Reflection spectra generated by the LIF sensor are shown in

Fig. 5-a for an air-filled optical resonator with the fiber straight

and non-stressed, and presented for a range of temperatures

from 40◦C to 200◦C. The 40% tapping by the X-coupler fa-

cilitated simultaneous probing of the 4 mm long FBG with
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Fig. 4: Cross-sectional (a) end and (b) side (α = 0◦) views of an

optical-microfluidic integrated LIF sensor. A weak Bragg grating

is laser written inside the SMF core waveguide for FBG tempera-

ture sensing, while a laser-formed X-coupler taps light out of the

SMF core waveguide into a cladding waveguide for probing of the

cladding FPI. A tilted TIR mirror is embedded after the FPI to strip

out light scattering into cladding modes. Optical micrographs of the

laser-formed (c) Bragg grating, (d) X-coupler, and (e) cladding FPI

and TIR mirror (α = 0◦) embedded inside SMF that together form

the integrated LIF sensor. (f) A rotated (α = 75◦) view of (e) when

showing scattering and ejection of red light that was coupled into the

SMF core waveguide.

the cladding FPI (27.1 µm cavity length). The FBG mani-

fested in a narrow (0.4 nm) and strong (13 dB) stopband at

1550.6 nm wavelength that rose above a highly contrasting

FPI reflection interference spectrum. For the present FPI de-

sign, the FSR of 44 nm and the 12 dB visibility did not lead to

a measurable shift of spectral resonances across this temper-

ature range (i.e. ∆λ = 0.1 nm over ∆T = 160◦C) as expected

due to the short air-filled cavity length. On the other hand, the

FBG resonances were seen to shift strongly in the inset image

of Fig. 5-a and led to a temperature response of 11.1 pm/◦C

when plotted in Fig. 5-b that agreed with the expected sensi-

tivity as presented in Table 1. Owing to the central-axis loca-

tion, this FBG may therefore serve as a thermometer that will

not be influenced by fiber bending or the addition of fluids into

the microcavities.

The spectrum in Fig. 5-a shows 2 to 6 dB resonances

on the short wavelength side of the FBG (λ < 1550 nm)

that originate from a combination of effects: (1) cladding

mode light forward scattered by the X-coupler at all wave-

lengths, (2) cladding mode light back-coupled by the FBG

at wavelengths less than λB and picked up by the X-coupler,

(3) FPI effects between the X-coupler and FBG that yield the

FSR ≈ 55 pm fringes in Fig. 5-a inset (associated with the

15 mm FBG to X-coupler separation), and (4) interference

between these components of back-coupled cladding light

(1 to 3) and light also back reflected by the FPI. These effects

reduced the precision in measuring the FSR of the FPI, partic-

ularly due to the noise around the 1535 nm trough in Fig. 5-a.

While index matching epoxy could be applied to remove most

of these effects, a similar LIF was laser fabricated that shifted

the FBG from 1550.6 nm (Fig. 5-a inset) to 1521.5 nm to pro-

vide less noisy LIF reflection spectra as shown in Fig. 5-c.

This modified LIF was then bent to various radii from R=∞

(black spectrum) to R = 22 nm, leading to an observable shift

in the FPI resonance troughs at ∼1530 nm and ∼1565 nm as

observed in the multiplexed reflection spectra of Fig. 5-c for

the air-filled FPI. Here, the FBG resonances were noted to re-

main locked at 1521.5 ± 0.02 nm, reflecting a stable room

temperature condition of ±2◦C over all experimental mea-

surements. For these spectra, the fiber was curved along the

bend axis (red line) identified in Fig. 4-a with a precision of

α = 0 ± 10◦. The optical axis of the probing laser-formed

waveguide was offset by d = 35 µm (Fig. 4-b) that was large

enough to avoid coupling with the SMF core waveguide while

providing a sensitive measure of the bending induced strain,

ε , according to the well-known equation of

ε =
d

R
. (6)

The center wavelength of the reflection troughs were obtained

from Fig. 5-c and plotted versus the bend radius and strain in

Fig. 5-d to yield a linear strain response of 2.7± 0.5 pm/µε.

This exceeded the expected 1.53 pm/µε sensitivity, possibly

owing to a more pliable fiber structure that was weakened by

the 30× 30 µm2 open FPI cavity. The 0.5 nm uncertainty of

the FPI resonances in Fig. 5-d may be improved by reducing

the ∆α =±10◦ uncertainty in the azimuthal alignment.

The observed FPI strain response is ∼2.5× larger than ex-

pected (1.06 pm/µε47) for the case of a FBG positioned at

the same offset, but will only offer a poor accuracy of 185 µε

in contrast with the 24 µε for the FBG. This arises from the

much narrower (25 pm) FBG peak accuracy in contrast with

the ∼500 pm FPI trough (2.7 pm/µε) as noted in Fig. 5-d.

However, the cladding FPI occupied only a short 27.1 µm fiber

length in contrast with the 4 mm long FBG that is attractive
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Fig. 5: (a) Reflection spectra recorded from the LIF device schemat-

ically shown in Fig. 4 when heated over a temperature range of 40◦C

to 200◦C. The inset spectra shows the wavelength shift of the FBG

at different temperatures. (b) Plot of the FBG center wavelength ver-

sus temperature, indicating a temperature sensitivity of 11.1 pm/◦C.

(c) Reflection spectra generated from a similar LIF sensor when bent

to various radii about a fiber bend axis aligned at azimuth α ≈ 10◦

as identified in Fig. 4-a. (d) Wavelength shifts of a FPI reflection

trough recorded at different fiber bending radii or strain indicating a

2.7 pm/µε strain sensitivity. The horizontal and vertical error bars

represent the measurement accuracy for the bending radii and trough

center wavelengths, respectively. (e) Reflection spectra of the LIF

sensor filled with water heated over the range of 30◦C to 92◦C. (f) Re-

fractive index of water versus temperature, inferred from wavelength

shifts of a trough in the reflection spectrum before (red) and after

(green) correcting for the R = 60 nm bending radius of the fiber that

agreed with accepted values54 (blue).

for a higher spatial resolution in dense distributed sensing. A

future study that increases the FPI cavity length is attractive

for maximizing the overall FPI strain accuracy by balancing a

larger sensitivity value against the larger diffraction loss that

reduces the spectral visibility contrast.

A similar LIF (Fig. 5-c) was further applied to measure the

temperature-dependent refractive index of water over a 30◦C

to 92◦C temperature range. The corresponding 15 nm shift in

the measured FPI troughs shown in the reflection spectra of

Fig. 5-e clearly confirm a refractive index dependence of the

water on temperature that was simultaneously and indepen-

dently recorded by the FBG resonance shifts. Here, the FBG

center wavelength shifted by ∼0.7 nm over the 30◦C to 92◦C

temperature range. Experimental values of refractive index

(red data) were obtained from Equation (3) for FPI values of

L = 25.1 µm and m = 42 at the 1580 nm FPI resonant trough

and plotted against temperature in Fig. 5-f. These values did

not account for radial strain as the LIF sensor was bent to a ra-

dius of R = 60 mm to fit in the beaker. A better correspondence

(Fig. 5-d) with the accepted refractive index values (blue)54

was obtained (green) by correcting the fringe shifts for bend-

ing strain (R = 60 mm) applied at a best fitted α = 10◦ azimuth

with good overall accuracy of 5×10−4 RIU.

5 Discussion and Significance

The opportunity to write 3D optical circuits and microfluidic

systems in SMF and coreless optical fiber with femtosecond

laser writing and FLICE, respectively, offer several technical

and practical advantages over other fiber-based sensors that

have been limited to either the fiber cladding surface13,16–26 or

“top-down” geometries51–59. Such glass- and fiber-based ad-

vantages include immunity to EM interference, compact size,

light weight, mechanical flexibility and robustness, chemical

inertness, low auto-fluorescence, biocompatibility, high wet-

tability, and large thermal conductivity. Here, representative

examples of intersecting microholes (Fig. 2-a and 2-b), fluo-

rescence detectors (Fig. 2-c and 2-d), complex 3D microfluidic

networks (Fig. 2-g and 2-h), microfluidic reservoirs (Fig. 3-a

and 3-b), optical resonators (Fig. 3-d to 3-g), refractometers

(Fig. 3-h and 3-i), FBGs (Fig. 4-c), X-coupler taps (Fig. 4-d),

TIR mirrors (Fig. 4-f), and integrated LIF sensors for simulta-

neous temperature, bend, and refractive index sensing (Fig. 4

and 5) exploit such advantages to collectively verify that fem-

tosecond laser writing and FLICE are powerful tools for the

future LIF development.

Distortion-free oil-immersion writing of closely spaced

laser modification tracks was found to provide a facile means

to position, size, and shape various optically smooth microflu-

idic structures (12 nm rms, Fig. 3-c) that may now be em-

bedded within fused-silica SMF, coreless, multicore, or pho-

tonic crystal fiber. These structures may therefore be ad-
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vantageously positioned for probing by the pre-existing core

waveguide(s) or further integrated with laser-formed optical

circuits (0.5 dB/cm) with low or near-theoretical device in-

sertion loss. The smooth walls were enabled by the prefer-

ential alignment of nanogratings formed during laser templat-

ing to overcome the rough interfaces previously observed with

FLICE-formed LIFs66,88–91 and hence our devices have sig-

nificantly improved on the FPI reflectivity, visibility contrast,

Q-factor, and sensing resolution. In order to minimize opti-

cal losses, it was necessary to avoid positioning of microflu-

idic templates directly into the germanium-doped SMF core

waveguide where concave surface profiles would otherwise

form during HF etching (Fig. 2-e) to cause negative lensing ef-

fects. In future work, one may attempt to pattern laser tracks

to compensate such over etching as well as to introduce mi-

crolensing surface profiles at these waveguide positions that

reduce overall insertion loss.

The integrated LIF sensor (Fig. 4) presented a combination

of four integrated devices with three ports for probing and

detection of responses. The ∼1 µm precision in positioning

the laser within the fiber was instrumental in assembling com-

ponents with low overall insertion losses (2 dB) that leaves

room for higher levels of integration. The prospects for LIF

may now significantly advance miniaturization, integration,

and parallelization of fiber-based sensing that embraces the

full benefits of LOC functionality while going much further to

exploit the full 3D cladding geometry for the first time. The

widespread fiber platform of today’s global telecommunica-

tion network is amenable to integration of such optical probes

and diagnostics for underpinning future LIF applications that

have not been possible to date and offer significant prospects

for incorporating grating spectrometers, spectral filters, flow-

cytometers, and biometric or environmental sensors. The LIF

may therefore enable development of advanced biomedical

probes, smart catheters and multi-functional distributed sens-

ing systems that have not been possible in LOCs or LOFs. As

femtosecond lasers become more reliable, cheaper, and pow-

erful, their prospects for manufacturing more advanced prod-

ucts will continue to strengthen in a broad range of LIF appli-

cations using the building blocks presented here towards nu-

merous applications including efficient information exchange

and data multiplexing in telecom networks, smart sensing of

catheter bend angles and 3D shapes during medical proce-

dures, compact sensors for security and defense, and low-cost

health care products.

6 Conclusions

The nanogratings formed in optical fiber during FLICE

were exploited for the development of novel LIF sensors.

Aberration-free focusing of the writing laser with a high nu-

merical oil-immersion lens provided distortion-free writing

of 3D optical and microfluidic sensing components in arbi-

trary positions within the fiber core and cladding with un-

precedented 12 nm (rms) channel roughness. High precision

laser writing therefore facilitated the formation of optical-

quality resonators that were readily integrated with laser-

formed waveguides, X-coupler taps, FBGs, microholes, mir-

rors, microfluidic resonators and reservoirs in a 3D fiber plat-

form. Novel fluorescence detectors and high optical quality

inline and cladding FPIs were embedded with FBGs for si-

multaneous refractive index, fiber bending, and temperature

sensing. The techniques presented here may enable new direc-

tions for designing and fabricating highly functional photonic

microsystems and LIF devices for complex laboratory-level

diagnostics in the compact, flexible, and standard SMF plat-

form that have not been previously possible with conventional

fabrication tools to date.
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